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This publication was prepared under contract for the
Joint Publications Research Service as a translation
or foreign-language research service to the .varlous
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The contents of this material In no way represent the
policies, views or attitudes of the U. So Governmnt
or of the parties to any distribution arrangement.
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Details on special subscription arrangements for JPRS social
science reports will be provided upon request.

No cumulative subject index or catalog of all JPRS reports
has been compiled.

All JPRS report.- are listed in the Monthly Catalog of U. S.
Goverment Publjvatns, P"vailable on subscription at $4.50 per year
($6.00 foreign), includin, an annual index, from the Superintendent
of Documents, !i. So Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C.

All JPRS scientific and technical reports are cataloged and
subject-indexed in Technical Translations, published semimonthly by
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SOME ASPECTS OF THE HYDROSTATIC PREBIsiv OF POWDmw
K. Yu. Bal'shin and A. P. Dubrovskiy

Presented by Academician Boolivar 3 August 1960

1oscow, Doklady Akademii Nhau SSSR (He,-orte of the Academy of
S vecee8,- ,olT M 3iTF520 U January 1961, pr 332-35.

Hydrostatic (isostatia) pressing of Powtez' A? has so
far been used only up to pressures of 10-12 g/m', which gives
no proper basis for formulating the laws governing the behavior
of powders in response to such pressing,

We have used pressures of 10-60 kg/m2 with powders of
e~octrolytic copper (poured donsitj 1.82 C/o;3 , temped density
2.86 g/om3 ), vortex iron (1.72 and 2.56 g/am ), electrolytic
nickel (2.57 and 3.70 g/cm3), end reduced molybdenum (tamped
density 3.22 c/cm3 ). The particle sizes were lees than 10 )L,
except for the iron (particles C 90 u). The powders were
pressed into rods within elastic shesthe (initial diameter
11 ma, length 65 mm; linear dimensions reduced by 25-30% by
pressinc). The specimens for use in determining the strength
in compression were cut into cylinders having a ratio of height
b to diameter D of about 0.7; preliminary tests on specimens
cut in various orientations from large pressings showed that
the strength in compression was the same in all directions.
The pressure was applied perpendicular to the ends in the teAts.

Conventional pressing in steel dies was used at the same
pressures on the same powders for comparison. Specimens with
h/D 0 0.7 were ased to measure the density as a function of
pressure for both methods of pressing, the density being

reasured by weighing in air and in a liquid.

- 1 -



The oonventoemallY

pressed specimens wore tested
in compression 4lo8g the
pressing axis (oylinders 15 i
in diameter having X/D 0 04)

•and at right angles to thati•" axis (rectangular blocks Of
-- eside a perpendicular to the

ft, pressure of 6 m).
o Figure I shows the

relativo density B as a ftn&4-
tion of pressure p for both
•torno of preossing hydro-
static pressing is cleoaly
"always the more effeetiveo
The reduction In the presSure
needed is especially pro-

Fig. I. Relation of B to p for nounced for fine and hard
a) hydrostatic pressing and b) materials (•ickel and solrb-
ordinary pressing; 1) Cu; 2) donum; hydrostatic prossurve
Pea 30 Vii; 4) o.. need be 30 -3% les" to SiLe

the sa*e density), the Poeds,
tien being some -a300% for fine copper powder. The sllest
offect occurs with the oo*ars* iron powder (reduction of only
10-20%).

Figure 2 shows, log 0 in relation to log p for both forms
of pressing; the relation It linear, so A? the relation of S
to p may be put as

in whieh iPz is the maximum pressure (that giving 0 a 1) and a
Is a conostant That Is* the resistance to deformation ts
specified by pmax and a (see Fig. 2 for values of 0), which ahe
larger for hydrostatic pressing, esxept in the cane of No.
Table 1 gives Pnax together with the hardness of the metalas
the p for the softer metals (Cu and Fe) are almost the same
for UN methods, but those for the harder metals ate less when
hidrostatio pressing is used (by 24% for Ni and by 32% for No).

Table 2 gives Or(tho strength in compression) for Cu (a
typioal soft metal) and Mo (a typical hard one). Ordinary

Lpressings iVS considerable anzisotropy in I the ratio of
o O0 is partioularly large at low pressures, and it is larger g
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Fig. 2. Re?.aktiol' ;f 'o6 F t-o og for a) hydro-
stai•:•,' •)ordilnary/ press-ngr: )C ) e

3 ) i• ; ,• • .o i = i • ) 5 , 4, -5 -: .>, ) 5 .2 ( , , 3 ,0 ) .5 . 5 ;
L•a) 51.4; 114 4 ,16 2; 4 ,66 .A b 4 ,k 1 4o) , e

f or H.o (nqard) tthan for Cu (Soft).. " •v r ~ at' d thi g p ieferuaterial has theý ou.-as stre"I"h in FAj'I directions, resng~ hstrth. highest, stregth IT' ordinary r,
roghy qu le tOf oy Cu) or rather larger

S... ....... .. - t,,aq a.t (by 20-130* for-'$0 M I n d y f

1A7
t I- , tie pressure P is

Cu 40 to 120 ic4 !08 reduc=ed by an amOu~t 4PFe 6o "^,80 111 12 as a result of friction
go P .50 1711, 4ri 2r pres wailj of the die
3)o 150 244 A 36 C) 5"

. -.
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in which I (u 0.3-0.4) is the lateral pressure coeffioient, h/D
is hererO.7, and iL (the coefficient of friction) is 0.15 to
0.351 then AP/P is 0.1 to 0.4 in our case, so the effective
pressure is I0-400 less than the nominal pressure. This shows
why pmax for hydrostatic pressing is less than that for ordinary

Table 2

v for ord. pressing, V for
Hateria. Pressure, hydro

kg/mm2  all-- /di'. ki

Cu 10 4.68 0.74 6.3 4.26
20 9.58 3.18 3.0 8.2a
40 19.4 10.• 1.9 15.4
60 22.•4 13.8 1.6 22.9

1,0 10 0.28 - - 0.3"
20 .4 - - 1.94
40 4.35 - - 7.5
60 12.2 1,3 12.:2 18.1

pressing (by 1% for Fe, by 32% for Mo). Table 1 shows that
Pmax is determined mainly by the hardness (internal strength)
of +he particles, being between the hardness values for the
annealed 3nd maaximally work-hardened states in most cases.
Only L.n the case of molybdenum (the hardest metal) is pmax for
ordinary pressing substantially greater than the hardness in
the maximally work-hardened state; this is to be attributed to
frictional lcnases. The difference between the p for a given
degree of compreosion also corresponds with the Pmax and a for
hydrostatic and ordinary pressing.

There are two explenations for the differences between
the hard and soft metals.

1. The friction and frictional losses in the dies are
muoh larger for the hard metals, in which case the differences
in the Pmax and p would be larger for the harder metels. ThM
was tested by reference to the ejection pressure for h/D a 0*7
for these powders (the pressure is almost equal to the pressure

*sas at the wall). In every case the ejection pressure was
bou •40% of the total pressure (38% for 1o, 41% for Cu), so tug1
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possibility is eliminated*

I. Seizumre of the partiloes of the *ofter metals IV7
appears more probable, for this peatly iLcreases the a4hosloa
bet•veea prticle* &ad hse.e the ateornal'treiotont (e.o., the
resistanee to deformatl•om). The eftfo tos eopelp ally preomeaet
in the hdprootatio press"ag of soft metalso, for it operatoe La
all direotions her, vhe$ a " in ordnary pressiag it operates
La oae di•etion onml. * that s, L pa differs little between
hyeerootati dad oerdiaa proessag for soft metals (the abeeome
*t of tout trif toea to balaMoed by the higher internal frietiemn)
but dftto" greatly tor the hard metals.

ThAt*is hydreetatie preessing is especially eff"Ueet
for tfosing hard-ametal powdere to high density and streogp,

kykov Iastitutet of Metsalurg Received
Aeadeoa of Soiesoes ot the USSRk 12 July 1960

1. a. A, Derek* 06o13,6 NPeor Metallurgy. Yaroslal, 199,6
P. i8?.

2. me TU. Val'shis. Seoftee of Metal Powders. oeecow, I9VA.

3. A. P. 8osorn. le~sue of Hetals. Nosowo, 1998.
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A RADIATION METHOD OF PREPARING FINELY DIVI'DID

METALS AND OXIDES

G. M. Zhabrova, V. M. Kadenatsil, T. S4 Azizov, As A.

Gordeyeva, P. Ya. Glazanov, and A, 4% Goealov

Maovw, o ,Ves18V cdU Kaik SSE ( -.vs of t, Aeoadmy of
" NASMse USUa), VolNo 9, Sep 1962, pp 1,690-1,692.

Some problenm in the use of active solids involve a doci.
sion on the conditions of preparation that give the maximum spe.
cific surface. The last stage of preparation is often a topo-
chemical deoomposition of some compound (salt or hydroxide, say)
or a reduction; but such processes require high temperatur•es, at
which sintering accompanies the formotion-of the new phasoe. This
often causes difficulty in the preparation, especially for oxides.

Radisation-induced decbpoesition of a solid compound occurs
at much lower temperatures X7 and so mav not be associated with
appreciable sintering. This makes ir of interest to examine the
radiolysis of salts and hydrox14oz for the preparation of metals
and oxides as powders.

We have used the hydroxides of Zr, Fe, and Al, as well as
nickel oxalafc, copper oxalate, and basic copper carbonate;•, ~theme were made in solution from 'whe nitratea wi.•h ammonia (hy•" -

oxides) or oxalia aied (oxalates), apart from the copper oswbo.
nate,.whioh was the commeerial cheoically pure grade. , The
qouroe was the eleetron beam from the linear. acoelerator at the.
Institute of Physioal Chemistry, Aoadeoy of goiences of the
VU3R. The speoimen (1-2 6) was plaoed iu an aluinium4 well
fitted witb an external colin j jaokett this Coll was closed

with .....



S 1
of powder corresponded roughly to the exrofrange of the *o
;tronts The cooling jacket was fed with water for dose rates up
to410' rpd/secl liquid nitrogen was used instead for dos rateo
up toolOO rad/seo. These measures ensured that the teaperatvre
of the powder did not exceed 40-.50 (as read by a thin ohroeol-
alume1 thermocouplo placed in the middle of the layer). o 1e
irradiations were performed in air or with nitrogen flowing over
the specimen.

The energy absorbed by the specimen was moasured W pla-
eing between the window of thW accelerator and thd sample, a seat-
tow iornisation chamber having walls of al•minium foil oslt.
transparent to electrons •. The chamber was calibrated by re*-

forence to the current reaching an electrode placed at the bett N|
of a glass cell. The loaisation current vA kept ceoateat. - e
dose rate was caleulate;d from the current reaching the e*letlrde
'in the glass cell (without a specimen); in some cases it "W',.
checked by means of ferrous sulfate and corius methods.

The irradiated specimens were suLjeated to kineati and X-
ray analysis to deter•ine the extent of conversiox-and tie phae"
.composition of'the products. T.e specific surface o. the, •idoe
or metal was determined from the adsorptioz of a-pentae, boen-
sean, or cyclohexane at 186, and also with krypton at 4096e.o

Table 1

Specific 'Surface of Solids Pormed by Iadiolysis Pyre-
lysis from Inorganic Compounds

Initial "adiolysis Pyrolysis .
Compound,

Cond. Comp. ma ,r Coad. aep." #*,

Zr(. a4 6 x 109 rad ZrO0 300- Air, ZrO l c.0
in air 350 400,

3e(OE),"0 101 red 0e2, 03 50 Air, Toe2O3 10 ,SI -. 0 ,6in air 450-500*

Nic0 as 01 rad Ni 93% 120 Vacuumr, N 95%" 10in N 2 I % 280" NO 5%
CuCO.2 0AIH2 0 x X 10 9 rid Cu 98% 60 Vacuum, Ca 900 .

in~H 7 Ouj0 2% 280@ 0o 0 100•CU Cco.u(oR)• 7 x loerad " oo 4o Air 4 to.
2 in air

* _ _ _* • i | I - -' ..-

*X-ray analysis by N. Ta. Kushnerev indicates that the
composition was V.005 after drying&

All cgmpuads showed a•prpoiable deooapositioa after deses
exceeding l0 PZ r d, ecouposit$ii 'being oztonsiv* for' ones of,=;P

,,o~edi.* .ara,,



rf1o0 ria. d Naiolysis at low temperatures gave'sil Us SS *

from the oxalates even in air, whereas pyrolysis in air at +
3504 gves the oxides. *.

The ppeoift surface of a metal or oxide mate by raielo-.
*is was usually much larger then. that, of one 'made by •or'olyLOo.
especially for the oxelatee, whore tho ratio of. the too 9" 10 or
note. The hydroxides of Zr and F9 save oxides of high speootto
eurfaoe, but Al(OH) 3 gave the same specific sultace ae by piro,
lysis at 4W0-4500.

Conclusions

lo Radiolysis of solid hydroxides, oxalatest and earbo-
C nates at low 'temperaturos produces finely divided metals and

2. Metals and oxides made by radiolysio have specit~s
surfaces greatly .excoeding those of the came materials as made
by pyrolysis.

Institute of Physioal chemistry, 6 April 1962
Academy of Soiencec of the USSR,

1. V, A. Gordeyeval Ye. V. Yegorov, G. M. Zhabrova,!Be M.

Kadenatsis and S. Zo Roginskiy. fat Aka. lank

2. P, Ya, Glazunov and T, L aiad.iyoevkiy AMtion of Ion-
islag Radiations on Inorganic and Organic Systems.
Izd. Akad. Nauk SSSR, MOccow, 1958, p. 395.

W, 187"
OSO. X8?+



WXTTING AND IMPRGRATION OF BRIQ1XnTTVS OF TITAIUUM AND ZIRONIUM

ITIRIDIS BY MOLTEN COBALT AND NICKEL

L. V. Bylins. and I. P. Kislyakov

(Department of Rare-Metal Metallurgy, Krasnodux Institute of

Nonferrous Metals)

Ordzxhonikidze, Izve:tiiys Vysphikh Uchecn,-kh Zivedeniy, Tsvetnaya
1I ,ali~gi (-ýevv ot hltgher z~c~iat~icnal ~~ tIf:MEIionag !Por-Irrous

- 'l,4 , LTo 3, 1962, pp 129-5134

Combinations of the bard and refractory carbides, nitridee, borides,
and aiiicides of. etals of groups IV, V. and VI are of interest as new
ma.terials that &re hard, heat-resistant, and vaar-roeistant I-l7-.

Carbides of these metals are now widsly used in hard alloys, but
little work has boon done on the nitride Z 117, sc studies on methods
of preparation and properties are of considerable interest. In parti-
cular, this applies to wetting and i..oregnation by meta•l of the iron
gr.ouzp and aJ.so to sintering; tbhese topics are considered here for thA
pcddered nitridoa, nickel and iron being the mzet&ls used.

The nitrides were made from the metals:
IMe 4- - N2 --.Ue IN

or from the o,.1dds:
,. - MeN-2 C.

TIb#e r.etahs and oxides were staniard commercial gradee. The ti-
tanriur polder waz not less thhan 98% pure,, the main Impuritiee being

hydrogen (aboux' 0.5%), C% (O0.05%), a•nd ritrogen (- 0.07%). The zir-

conium powder wasr not less timn 98% purc, the main impurities being Ca,

0, Sig ard Ti (0.3 - 0.5% each). The TiO2 was of 99.5% parity, the

impurities bming oxides of iron, s~llcort, and sulfur (0.1 - 0.25% each)
j~ ~ 5 (0.06%). The ZrO 2 was not levo than 98.85% pare, the mai

9



FUpuriti~o boin SO (0-35C) OaO 4k0.28%), TI-02  (ýQ%) ah~o (1o.;1 .

The .tride. wore made frce the motals in a r*, etumn tw
having an almdus tube and a silite heatert a fwro vi a =t
tube as heater was used for the oxides. The nitrogen vas p 1
pasage over heated copper tuarnings, then throu& a titanium t"$#, a9d
through a oolumn containing silioogel aW phosphorus pentxide.
Table 1 givis the compositi•so s*4 la*te termeate'• f the pWseUote
(the KjobldaWl method was used for nita.og..

Table I.

Nitride of ' We.

Ti, from metal 22.65 21.6 4.23 *MM

Ti, from oxide 20.2 1.17 0.22 It

Zr, from metal 13.31 12.9? - A.567 4•5f

Usfo, *v~~p d4A 9o077 ~l 0.14 J

Error. 0.1 - 0.2% Wror 0.2 M%

Th metal.s w•re nittW d. in WO- eStA*g, the teqar hat"e n
raised slouly to the maxium lb 6A stage (1100 and 1150' rM4We *%
first heating 3.5 hr, s", 10 -15 smin., time at first m0 0la0 -1.5"Mo
at second 1 hr). The oxte., (amxed with lamp blaok) wore AMiriod In
three stages at 16000 for times of 1 hr, hr. and * hr, the time to
reach the maximum temperature being 1 hr. The mixture was broken up
and ground after each heating.

Table 2

Grain-Size Distribution (%_ . . . .... _ -

Nitride of -- -. - -

-24 2.4-3.6 3.6-.e 4.ss ____ n
T'i, from metal 31.2 33.9 22. 12.2 2.95
Ti, from oxide 54.7 23.9 12:5 8.9 2.45
Zr, from metal Y7.4. 25.4 15.7 21.5 3.24
Zr, from oxide 52.1 1.9.6 12.9 15.4 2.47

10I



%U*e dwsi ftt tM eutolsý sucho better' qwihkd
tbacwefesa Oomos~itioai; the pA'e4*u A from the AOM o 10O R

110sh WuAOD 20 mattes' wht am *e W~qOO=~i of the SIRWO. 1160
a or b.81

toot Contained I.s" ailtu'..i beestame too*pm riuainta. ft a
it t not possible to win dttiis approachiag theh

positito fro thb ozxAes in the proemoe of ftrbon.

A powder m xwaes06 eoaventomt to hwAndl, b7 a th
a 0 soalution of rubber 1a bensim (2 oo per 100 g)• t; 'm sI
&,Ied, for h. at 800, sad 411eWso 7.8 am in iamsto ami& 6 ma
wwm Me~ss in a st.4 4i. to give porsiotiles not

titanivp akitrf I" 0.& 8g sad the preema"Zi .1,

eemsoading figures fe looainua nltitrde are 1.2 # 1 1e 8 V6.4 I

%us'. 3 Te W

Neatin I Reating 2 glass bulb "A a
vitrt* •... enu hbeater to Sw om me

of mn_ c mn teirstwaemnt as4 rvefs
-.. . . the ing wagt (Table 3)

Wl 500-6W00 4 1,400 60 Table 4 Svethe 11AUt
"1450 i60 of varwstion at the porow

*res.p.0e9suz'e ig Col: 1--210"'3 as the ooso.tioe.
Table e

Preparation of' BrlqueOtes, fro 1trides

•..-• nt-ogen .is less
ProPert TI •. T, tha theOret"t~a.

I = mlvy as a re-

P-roA.,ty, % se reel-
preased ?°3-38 39-42 42-4 dual

sintered 31-34 3-39 37-39 though there may
8. &., =3 have been a ten-

Presbed 3.2-3.3 4.0-4.1 2.8-3.0 deany for MN-Me
sintered 3.4-3.6 4.2-4.3 3.2-3.3 solid solutions
%, to form as a re-

before 21.6 12.97 20.20 suit of deoompo-
after 20.77 12.45 19.02 sition of the al-

?omsula tride under vac-before TiN.9 zrN TUN . uum. Both of-

a-"9 facts ean attn

L .92 0.1.
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w wetting by molten metals; the first tends to Uinder it and the 'I
econd to facilitate it, for oxides are usually less readily we~ted

than clean metals.

The speoimens were toestd fomSJ wetting and imprepeation with alsbal

and cobalt in the furnaee with the
molybdenum beater, the residual pro-
sure being 1-2 t Hg. A thin preesed
disc of the powdered metal-was placed
on top of the specisia, wbieh reeted
on an alumina plate. The teoeqwat4 was measured (with an optioal pyro-
meter) and the metal was observed v1

5 the glass bulb, there being baes In
Fig. 1. Apparatus for the heater and screen for thie piuiose
impregnating briquettest (fig. 1). This gave the temporatawe b

1) drop of metal, 2) of the drop of metal to ± 20001 tOw
specimen, 3) molybdenum corree eoin for absorption in tbe gl*s
acreen, 4) molybdenum was taken ao 500. The cobalt powder
heater, 5) A1203 support.. had the following composition (%)s

99.5 Co, 0.22 Ni, 0.10 4 0.01 C, 0.06 Fe, 0.04 Si, and 0.07 waterl the
nickels 99.56 Ni, 0.07 Co, 0.10 O, 0.01 C, 0.056 Fe, 0.04 81,0.016 C; 0.14
water. The specimens were brought up to temperature over a period of
45 min and were kept at temperature for 30 mrin; Table 5 gives the re-
su tis, including the mean contact angien. Figure 2 shove the micro-
structure of impregnated titanium nitrIde.

Table 5

Impregnation Tests

Oj Poosit % Angle,. O oost.

before3 after deg 6' before after do#

TiN from metal

1490 32 7.9 28 1450 34 20 36.5
1560 31 8.4 - 1520 34 3.7 -

1640 33 4.4 - 1600 33 9.8 -

TIN from oxide

1490 37 37 - 1450 37 37 -

1560 38 38 69.5 1520 37 37 47.5
1640 37 37 - 1600 37 37 -

VJ



9 ZrN from metal --3
38 - 1450 38 38

1560 - - 56 1520 39 39 22.5
1640 - - 28 1600 39 39 -

It was not always posui-
8 ble to measure the oontact

angle at the highest tempera-
tureo on account of pronounoed
bubbling of the metal. The
values given are only approxi-

"H mate, on account of the small
number of measurements and the

.d porosity. However, the im-
pregnation is reasonably com-

.0 plete, and the angles are less
,.• than 900, so wetting does

occur.

M The metals give nitrides

of more nearly stoichiometric
jivailable Photo~rar-h composition, but the nitrogen
not suitzble for content is still too low. Ex-

. reproduction7 tended nttriding gives no im-
• • provement, and sometimes even

the reverse, probably because
some of the nitrogen is re-
placed by oxygen that leaks
into the furnace. The loss
of nitrogen is especially pro-
minent during vacuum sintering,
because a no2Id nolution is
formed. The incomplete wet-
ting I, antocia•et, with the
restclual oxygen, for oxides
are less readily wetted, Ac-

.0sorbod gases also prevent the
molten metal from p!netrating

- into all the pores.

0
The cobalt began to melt

0 at 1490 t 200, and the nickel
at 1450 + 200; melting al-
ways started at the contact
with the specimen /.V. The
metal usually began to wet
the 3ample somewhat after it
had melted completely; the
contact angle fell gradually1

S....13 -



The i900 to the value given in Table 5, thereafter remaaning cohe stan
The size of the drop decreased when the metal'impregnated the sample,
but the shape remained the same.

Complete impr%,..Ation was attained only for titanium nitride made
from the metal$ the finely divided carbon and residual oxide hindered
the impregnation of materials derived from oxides, and the very mall
grains also tended to interrupt the capillary channels.

Tho impregnation was hindered by external factors, not by lack of
wetting, for a thin film of metal remained adhering to the surface of
the spenimen after cooling; this film was formed by the flowing away
of the metal, and it would not be present if the material were not
wetted.

The impregnated titanium nitride contained two very different
phases, namely rounded and prominent grains of nitride (in places inter-
grown with loss of boundaries) and an extensive uniform network of metal
between the grains. The psoudobinary combination of nitride with co-
balt (or nickel) may be of euteotic type, as a result of limited solu-
bility of the nitride in the metal. The roduction in the melting
point of the metal at the contact with the grains also indicates that
the product is a eutectic. The solubility of the nitride in the me-
tal is also confirmed indirectly by the very much enlarged grains of
nitride (relative to the inital grain eize); this points to recrystal-
lization via the liquid state, which would be impossible unleve the ni-
tride dissolves in the liquid but hMs a limited solubility in the solid
state. The ratio of the volumes of the two phases as seen on the
photomicrographs corresponds roughly with the residual porosity as cal-
culated Zrom the volume and weight of the impregnated specimen.

•_ a 1 u 1 0 na

1. Titanium nitride is wetted by cobalt and rickel; The contaot
angIes are much lees than 900.

2. Porous briquettes pressed from titanium nitride can be impreg-
nated by moltn metals; the parity and grain size are the
controlling facotors.

3. Titanium nitride made from the high-parity mefal can be impreg-
nnted reasonably completely by cobalt and nickel; the oxide
gives a product that is wetted but not Impregnated, which is
attributed to contamination with free carbon and to the small
grain size.

4. Zirconium nitride made from tho metal isw-etted by cobalt andLnickel, but it was not impregnated under the conditions used.
The reaaoh is considered to be as above; some residual oxy
may also have an effect.
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Ofme supposition~s are vade as to Pueudobirnary oombasit~ona of
titan~lu rtrid~e with nickel and oobelt, which appear to be
outoetio, the nitride being of limited solubil1i in the netal
in the solid and liquid atates.
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CAUS!ES3 6F LAL-:IN4ATIO1; CiRACKM IN PRESSINUS XAF OF METAL POWDERS,
4, N. Ni~kol~ayav

moea~croi Isveatiya Vysabjikh 11chabnyk Zavedeziy, ChraZ& )mftj.aaý Ys
(148m; ot HgL-her Iduoational miatItutions, Ferrous itetollurgy., No z,

The forn~ation of these cracks is usually repres .ented as.
followe. Expansion in the mectloAn-a (Fig. 1) during *j*0ti&n,

cautes cr~tk8i to a~pvyemr L.V; the *zteim.t
of the esnaic aftereffect at right ang,
lee to the pz~esning dirocti-1on is 0.15-
0.30% for the' bea types of induatrial
paowders and mflay be a6 much aq 1% for pow-

- ~drsr of poor qu~ility 117. - Thm e2.astio
ýýretchinpg of th'e cylindric&3l steel dieI

ia'tisually-r.'3glected, but crnea having o

to 14000 kr,/ctan- ao the affect cmnnot be

ne~lactec1. t.hp~floip obsorv~ttona

i. -yliný.ers 10.25-10.6r- nmr high we a e-rerpaed from¶ grade.
1UI LN, r -powdeer a.t A fixed preso-ure of 4 t/cmn/7 'the dieG ha-a

v np, 1 ýiyvr t~ter of 25.O0 ý.i vn aud an externa). one of 40
tc L§CZn:. -3,itens frot. thva 40 miun die shoted cr-&cks (Fig,

s i- srt~ rf t r0110.,' 0e hpe..v bmen o.)Ssrved to
h1,vrlcA~att~d oric!:a after presisin:. stmij.r cra.cks arc. found

~ ~~rma hi.rh werp presseeC i-ra, the *amine 0.0 (interna).
6-1e b ' Loiix, 20 ndc, riia). T~qoe~ or.%oks occur along thes

~t1~rson thte s:.dae (Fig.9 rx t the Point rth~e the die v&3



maximrally deforved. All cracks were curved. The elastic af-

ggveiale photgrgno suitablef-or reroc ft ofi

ig 2. Layered cracks in cylinders of iron powder.

tereffect cannot explain cracks of this shape and position.

3., Two dies were made of grey cast iron; one of these
was enclosed in a shroud made of St. 3 nteel in the hot state.

These dies vwere used with AM
poviderz to press cylinders of
various heights at a fixed
pressure of 4 t/cm2. All t1pe-
ciyen3 from the unsuppoirted die
showed cracks (Fir,. 4a), but on-
ly tbe highest ones from the

5vailablo photograph s'ipported die (Fig. 4b).
not suitable for These observations show
reproduction7 that elastic otretching of the

die in one of the main causes
of cracking; the die expands
during the pressing but con-
tracts when the prescure is re-
leased. This contracticn is
opposed by the friction between
.pecimen and die, and also by

. 3e. Layered cracks the r~slstancc of the ztcimen.on a rect~angular mpecirm~ri.
The clastic, deformation

may vanish n• soon ao the -prec.iure is removed, befcre the speci-
men is cjected, or duringP ti.e ejection; the !ieei±men simultane-
ously expandý- (ý,-,tic aftireffect). Tn. condition for tý.e
3pecimren to be free from, cratcks may P 1e ut Dt
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in which 6 is the elastic deformation of the p.unger, d is the
diamoter or other dimeonsion of the die perpendioular to the
pressing direction, a Is the total wall thickness of the speoo-
men in the direction of d, 9 is the relative deformation of the
specimen as a'result of elastic expansion, and $ is the per-
minssable deformation of the speciaer. This Sis dependent on
the mode of deformation an well as on the properties of the
mater"al'; the 8 for hydrostatic oompression is larger than
that fur compression in a plant or along a line. The more
nearly the stress distribution is to linear, the smaller A1

5

Wtaa tot 26prufdeties

Fig. 4. Specimens of iron ;owder pressed in
oskt-iron diest a) without shroud; b) with
shroud.

The above explanation of the -cracks appears to agree
closely with praotical observations. Elastic stretching of
the die and the elastic aftereffect in the specimen are the
tain oauses of crackcing.. Stronger dies provide an effective
means of minimizing cracking in powdered-metal specimens, for
they show less elastic detormation.I 1:!
1 i, Yv. MS Bal'shin, Powder Metallurgy. Ylotallurgizdat,

1908.
2. 1. M. Belyasy, Resistanee of. Materials. Gos. lsd.

Tekh.-Teor. Lit., 1951.

3, 0. I1 Aksenov and A. N. Nikolaya., Transaotions of the
Fourth All-Union Confeozne on Powder Metallurgy: Cal-

culati.on of Dies Used to Press Metal Powders. NTO
Mashprox, YaroselA, 1956.

4. S. I. Gubin. Theory of Pressure-WorkiAg of MeHals.



PRESSING Or MUTAL POWDERS

3. Ya. Plotkln and G. V. Samonov

Mocw V*W Moo kame.(Hsal cf uil"i~)

Bal'shin n7, Unokel M?, and others have made fund&.
enotal studies on the pressing of metal powders, but mome

aspects of considerable importance in practical powder
metallurgy have been neglected. These include the effects

Table i of the time
Table I. under pressure

Pressure, t/om2  on the density,
elastic after-

Pino 2 6 effeots, effects
in.- of repeated

Briquettes from pressing, and
the distribution

a P a of the forces
,10 4- during pressain.

Iron

* 0.5 11o•I 5o 49 .21! ii.So sieve (0o2s5

4:3 •0 6 4 5.01:8 1691 5:65i 5.36 T Iron
00 , 35 4 06 5 0 5o. r (poured

4 .4 , 5.25 5 ..39 4.88 6.74, 5 o83 / a ) a p o

• "Tungsten pared by reduc-
tion from roll-

0 8.55 9.95 1,0.40 11.00 11.0n 11%80 ing scale as was
0.5 3,?0 9.80 10.60 11.20 11.21 '11.80 sieved (025B

1.5 8.84 9.95 10.25 11.50 11.0o 12.~40 sieve); tuns-
S 9.03 9.76 11.31 10.40 11.52 14.20 sten powder

t,- -. (3.28 g/om3) of
op p pressin-10 S Sinter. , meaA grain size

4.2 1 was alao used. The powders were pressed in a cylindrical

Sdie at 2, 4# or 6 t/cm2 , the density being measured as a

--- 19 --



Ftnotion of preseing time (times of 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 3 SIn we I
used). The iron samples were sintered in hydrogen at 1000-
11500 and those of tungsten at 2100°, in both cases for 1 hr.
Tabl* I gives the densities in g/laO.

The density of an iron specimn gen0erally inre"ao8 with

the pressing time, the increase itnelf tending to rise with the
pressure. This is a P**el4 of liudation of the stat# of
streseN (distribution of the etress throughout the volume). the
lose of density on sistering ipdicotoe that the internal Otieses
are thereby relieved. Oi the other hand, the tungten speOIIenO
becate denser on sintering, 0hi6h may mean that the torees
resulting from sinterinS substantially exceed those Of the
stresses, which is sesociated with the high volatility ad .ready
reduction of tunesten oxides, ao sintering is activL.ted.

El.atio AftwfeU2oat. Bare the dimensions of the speoi-
mens were measured under pressure and after pressing (a steel

die 12•3 mm in diameter wase ued) for tungseten, tunesten car-

bide, iron$ copper, and aluminium. Each powder was used in
three different grain sizes (Table 2), Figure 1 shows the

able O 2 results. The large
tows .. ,nd medium fraotioas

showed lose effect;Powder 3op. - - -. . ..
Per d 1.6 nod. 3ops the maximum effectMeho Laz hod .... mall_ ... witth WC movel to lower

W Sadie. 1.6 1.3 0.7 pressures as the grain
WC of 2.0 1.5 0.7 cite was reduced, which

Gu Sieve 75-85 42-75 "t 42 ia evidently a result

Fo " 10,9-150 42-85 42 of brittle fracture of
Al 1 6-30 85-10 42 the particles. There

-- ... ,- is a fairly pronounced

trend in the effect with Fe, Cu, and All there is also an in-

crease with the hardnese of the powder, as hsa been observed

previously /1/, but this extends only up to a certain pressure,
past wi•ich point there Is a
fal1, which is caused by

V brittle fracture and barden.
ing in the Grains. The

'I effect also varies with
tim-e; for example, copper
specimens left in a non-
oxidizing atmosphere for s
week ef ter Pressing in-

.~i / ~~ 4 ~ 6crieased in diamleter by
0C.14-0,36% Wn• in length

re ssui re by%

Fig. 1. Relation of clasti £2'ffects of geReated

Litereffect to pressuure. PreeInS. The powders J
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Iretallad -in Table 3 were used here ina a steel die 12 mm in &Meet
metero after pressing, the specimens were ground up# sieved,
and pressed agazn. Table 4 gives the results. The density
of copper powder in all three folm increased steadily from

pressing I to pressing 111, provided
Table • that the pressure used in pressing

III was equal to or greater than
Grain %.content that used in I and III but If III

!AOs*O, A OU WW I w (say) 4 t/ca2 whereas I and It
- .. - were 8 t/cn2 , the reverse oecurred.

42 - 1 The effects of repeated treatment oa

4 •2-25 - 1.5 the much harer metal tunptea were

25-'18 - 2.65 very much loss, though the trend in

S18-1 - 17.35 the density of the pressed speciome

150-105 0.15 18.9 was as for iron powder (prowsaoed
105-85 1.3 34.1 fall if pressure III was below

85-75 1.5 8.25 pressures I and 11). This method
75 97.05 16*15 enables one to produce the most

__ I--_ favorable distribution of partial*

Note. Poured and tamped sixes and can be used to increase

densities 1.63 and 2•33 the density of the pressed materials.

(Cu), and 4.52 and 6.74 force Distribution. Unckel

(W). [..7 has-used the die shown in PIS. 2

to measure the forces in pressing;

between the guide and the lower support there is a ring of

copper or soft iron, which is indented by four steel balls

hold in recesses. A similar diso supported by three balls

Fig. 2. Unckel'a die for deter-

mining the atress distribution in
pressing: 1) plunger; 2) guide;
3) support for powder; 4) balls;
5) ring support under guide;
6) steel balls; 7) base of die.

records the force awotiig directly on the powder; the differ-

once represents the frictional force N between the powder and

the wall of the die.. .The indents are used to deduce the forces

as fo:.lowa: N is given by

in which - is the coefficient of frictlon, Pw is the lateral
Vreeoure, and Fw is the area of contact with the wall. HOwprsue h fwt a..

4- 4 -
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F is given by h

pw
in which $ u •/(1 - 4) and I I& Polseonts ratio, P belag tUs
prespure applied to the plunger 'I ie not affect*& by the
porosity. Then we have that VIAI a 41/D for the properties
of the pressing force X lost by Maotion. This inereases
with Rs and so decremeei a N is increased, as 9&*el has
shown his values for the ratro for iron owder Wetag 70 at
2t/eah, " st 4, 08 at 12, sad 9W at X8. A lubrieanat
mixed with the powder reuses the ratio (to 41% at 1U and
i8 t/.m2 La Uankelsease).

We aove used the sawe iorthid, but with special attetotIAe
to lubriaetion of the walls s, a sease of reducing the ftri-
tion. The powders were of cu, Te, and W, whioh ire, ietals
that differ greatly in plasticity. The Cu powder was aode 'by
reducing copper oxide with hydrogen (grain size -33 It, poired
density 1.46 4/*0a)1 the Fo, by reduction of seale with

hydr'ogen (2-3 It, 2.0 g/c&3); and the W, by redueti*o f 4
tunagtic anhydride (5-6 & 4 .22 r/oO). The lubrLiat wae a
4% solution of paratfin wax In beAmine (103 cc per 100 g of
powder). The powders were preseed without lubrisaet, with
the wall and ends lubricated, and with lubricant naeozpeorted
in the powder; the pressures ranged from 0.4 to 2*5 t/eal.
Table 5 gives the results, which indicate a type of variation
rather different from that reported by Unokel; the reason is
that he used such higher pressures.

The proportion of the force lost by friction tends to
increase with the pressure it the die in unlubrioeted, but
it decreases if die or powder contains lubricant* The first
effect may be caused by seisure and the second by leakage,
which tends to increase with pressure. Unckal did not ob-
serve seisure, for the pressures he used were too high for
the force to be important. Iron powder here gives a pro-
noanced effect, which is greater than that for the Cu-Fe
pairl the lubricant here deoreases the proportion lost but
does not affect the trend of the projortion with pressure.

"The curve for Pif(P)/(Pl + P2 ), in which P is the

pressure applied, has a maxuimm for tungsten powder when the

wall is lubricated but decreases as P increases :it the powder

* contains lubricant, as for Iron. The reason is that low

pressures are Insuffictent to overoose the seisurt of the

powder with the wall of the die, especially when tht.e Is 0o v

lubricant. A lubrisant within .he powder tends to suppres

seisure altogether, because the luabricant tends to be extruded,
al"S the wall as the pressure increases.

:- 33 J



Xg"La 0il 1
method 2o

A.

Von* 0.7 616 776 44o 49..1 2#.94
1. I2 1275 1180 52.0 39.2 17.0 5.511
"1. 6 645 16o 50.0. 29.2 33.5 9.60
2.0 2240 1665 4.0 25.0 42.0 12.6

Waal of
doe 0.7 470 1o08 34.0 48.6 - 2*9
o 1.1 58 1282 27.o 36.8 16.6 3.50

1.5 755 2265 2.30 23.1 31.2 ?.00
2. 1 960 2840 23.o l?.2 39.3 l.0

in powd. 0.7 468 812 35.o 47.-3 2.8?
t t.o 61o 1312 31.0 39.4 1 5.8 4.70
1 1,5 735 2240 24.0 24.4 29.6 8.04

"2.0 894 3100 22.0 1&s6 3847 10.9
r'e

None 0.4 4#12 i70 46.8 52.7 - 3.02
to1.1 1145 9"8 !4. 45.5 25.2 4.01
of1.6 1763 1451 55.0 41.1 38.2 5.75

"1 .9 223? 110 59.9 33.8 46.3 9
2f .23 3290 13% ?1.1 31.7 '50.1 9.9

•a1.L. of

di. 0.4 207 538 27.8 51.7 M 0.0
it 0.9 31 1367 27.5 41.3 21.2 1.07

1 I.4A 1140 1696 40.4 3.52 30.3 1.4
of 1.7 1477 1990 42.6 32.9 46.3 84

2 2.1 201l 2234 47.5 25.9 71.5 11.
a pvod. 0.5 466 513 47.6 50.1 -

1 .1 913 i309 41.5 41.4 18.1 4.8
of1.1 1319 1524 46.2 •64. 26.7 5.1

1 1.6 165 14586 55.5 )i.8 54.6 9.6

0A tor. 0n uter, l e to"e on poer.
(coat. over)
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Table 5 (Cont.)

kg

Lub. N
method N

+

,7±7n" ' I' -""'
None or, 1110 723 58.2 /+7.1 0.63

" . t 99/ 1195 45.5 46.9 - 0.83
1.9 1870 1940 49.5 46.9 - 0.83
"2.5 10 1990 60.0 40.o - 2.34

Wall of
die 0.5 495 I65 46.5 48.0 - 0.28

1t .1 975 1178 44.5 47.o - 0.26
"" - 4 1335 1550 40.5 46.8 - 0.28

1.6 1610 I 1710 c 48.5 43.0 - 0.38
In, powd. 0.6 447 ' 660 39.4 !1.0 - 0.28

to .:2 1010 134o 43.0 49.5 - 0.38
"1 .7 1 80I 2120 37.7 4'1 5 - 0.48
"1.9 1612 2240 47:0 4.o - 0.51
, .3 2500 214Ž 53.6 38.6 - 0.63

The res*d.ai porosity falls oteadily as P increasee, the
fall being, mobt rapid for copper, as one would expect (by about
a factor 2 for unlubricsted powder and by a foctor 3 for
lubricated). The effect ic less for iron (fa(,tors of 1,5 and
2 -ezpectively) and least ror tungsten (1.2 and 1.5).

The hardness oud jile!d point cin compre~sr.in boti in-
crease with A, the lubricant redUoes t for Cu and W but his
little effect for Fe, which may be a result of differhences in
the interaction between the lubricant and the powder (the
lubricant is active witr, respec, to Irou but inert for Ou and
W, where its presence eraales t. artiztcles to slide over one
auo-her). The low rtrength of tungsten specimens occurs
Iecause the pressures were too low for use wliti this hard
mate rial.

T1hbe concl•sions to be dmrvn are as follows.

The density increases with the rre.4ii- time; the Inter-
Lhal stresses are thereby reduced. The elastic aftereffect 112
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*F-he more plastic metals oe*erally decreases an the grSa @suo 1

increases; with brittle materials of carbide type, It In-
creases only up to pressures insufficient to cause brittle
fracture,

Ropea*ted pressing and powdering provides a substantial
increase in the density of the pressed products without any
great increases in the internal stress and elastic aftereffeet.

The distribution of forces in the pressing of powders is
very much dependent on the seizure between the die and the
powder, especially for low pressures and low rates of pressO no

1. Tu. M. .Balshin. Powder Metallurgy, 11etalluxgis1at,I 948.

2. H. Unckel. Arch. Eiaenhtattenwesen, 18, 161 (1943). Y

3. G. V. S"sonov and S. Ya. PFlotkin. Production of Irao n/

Powder. Metalurgizdat, 1957, p. 137?.
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